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Abstract: Vehicle insurance processing using images is a critical sector with a lot of room for automation. In this study, 

we look at the topic of car damage detection. Vehicle damage detection. Using images taken at the site of an accident can 

save time and money when filing insurance claims, as well as provide more convenience for drivers. Artificial Intelligence 

(AI) in the sense of machine learning and deep learning algorithms can assist in solving problems. A vehicle-damage-

detection technique based on transfer learning and a mask regional convolutional neural network (Mask RCNN) are 

utilized to quickly handle accident compensation problems. The algorithms identify the damaged section of a car, 

determine its position, and then estimate the severity of the damage. Very satisfactory results have been produced using 

transfer learning to take advantage of available models that have been trained on a more generic object identification 

challenge.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Today, one of the first businesses to invest in innovation, cutting-edge technology, and artificial intelligence (IA) is the 
insurance industry.[1] Car insurance companies spend millions of dollars each year owing to claims leakage in today's 
society, when the rate of car accidents is on the rise. In the insurance industry, Artificial intelligence (AI) based on 
machine learning and deep learning can assist with challenges including data analysis and processing, fraud detection, 
risk reduction, and claim automation. As a result, insurance companies have sought to reduce the time it takes to analyze 
damage and settle claims. 

However, developing current applications to address such issues remains difficult, particularly when using deep learning 
to assess automotive damage. Deep learning is an effective method for tackling complicated problems, but it necessitates 
more resources for model building, i.e., deep learning demands a large dataset and takes longer to compute.[3] 

There are no publicly available datasets for automobile damaged photos because car damage assessment is a specialized 
topic. The most difficult part of training a model is doing it with a small dataset. However, in this instance we use a 
dataset format called COCO format. Using a Mask RCNN algorithm on a small COCO dataset has also shown precise 
results. We use a pre-trained model from Facebook’s open-source Python Library called ‘detectron2’. 

The Mask RCNN method is used in the paper to detect and segment automotive damaged areas. It has a lot of research 
value and a lot of application scenarios in the transportation area. Due to the complexity of automatic damage detection 
and segmentation, issues such as reduced segmentation and lower detection speed exist. The Mask RCNN is applied to 
the field of this research, and a model for detecting and segmenting a vehicle's damaged region in an accident is proposed. 
This model can also be used by insurance firms to process claims fast.  

 

I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
One of the key research topics in computer vision is object detection. On the instance level, it determines the category 
and position information of the object of interest in the image. RCNN [2], Fast RCNN [3], Faster RCNN [4], and SSD[5] 
are a some of the most popular target detection algorithms. These frameworks, on the other hand, necessitate a large 
quantity of training data and thus end-to-end detection is not possible. The detection frame's positioning ability is limited, 
and the gradient disappearance or gradient explosion is common when a feature is extracted as the number of convolution 
layers grows. 

For these drawbacks, Author [6] proposed a residual network (ResNet) that uses the residual module to help the model 
converge, accelerates neural network training, and integrates it with the Mask RCNN target detection model to achieve 
object detection and segmentation, significantly enhancing model detection accuracy. Mask RCNN is the first deep 
learning model that incorporate target identification and segmentation in a single network. 

Candidate regions are used in the majority of contemporary instance segmentation techniques. The Author [10] presented 
a DeepMask segmentation model that generates prediction candidate masks based on the instances in the input image, 
allowing each instance object to be segmented, although border segmentation accuracy is low. Full convolutional instance 
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segmentation was proposed by Author [11] as the first end-to-end instance segmentation framework (FCIS). Both the 
bounding box and instance segmentation are predicted by FCIS by enhancing the position sensitive score map, but when 
processing overlapping object instances, it can only detect the approximate boundary of each instance object [12]. 

The similarity in papers [19,20,21], is that used both transfer learning and ensemble learning to train a CNN model by 
comparing the results of fine-tuning in a pre-trained CNN model on an ImageNet dataset, focusing on damage detection 
accuracy. As a crucial method for increasing damage detection performance, the YOLO object identification model was 
employed by Author [22] to train and detect damage zones. 

 

II. METHEDOLOGY 
This section discusses the COCO dataset used for testing, validating and training the model. The details of COCO dataset 
and the reason to use this dataset is explained here. The basic composition of the COCO dataset and what basically a 
COCO dataset will be explained here. The dataset being used for this model is downloaded from Kaggle. 

 

The dataset contains about 80 images (which is very less considering the fact that the model will not be accurate). In these 
80 images – 59 images are separated for training (train dataset), 11 images are separated for validation (val dataset) and 
the remaining images are testing purpose (test dataset).  

 

A. COCO Dataset Format 

 The most popular object detection dataset at the present is Microsoft's Common Objects in Context dataset 

(COCO). It is commonly used to evaluate the performance of computer vision algorithms. Because of the dataset's 

popularity, the COCO format for storing annotations is frequently used when constructing a new custom object detection 

dataset. Annotations for other tasks, such as segmentation, are also supported by the COCO dataset. The "COCO format" 

is a JSON structure that specifies how labels and metadata for an image collection are saved. 

 

 
Figure 1: Basic COCO Format 

 

 

• Info: Description and versioning information about the dataset. 

• Licenses: List of licenses with unique IDs to be specified by your images. 

• Categories: Classification categories each with unique ID. Optionally associate with supercategory that can 

span multiple classes. 

• Images: List of images in the dataset and relevant metadata including unique image ID, filepath, height, width 

and optional attributes like license, URL, date captured, etc. 

• Annotations: List of annotations, each with its own ID and the image ID to which it refers. This is where the 

information for later jobs is saved, such as segmentation/keypoint/other label information. This also holds the bounding 

area and ‘iscrowd’, which indicates a huge bounding box enclosing several objects of the same category for evaluation. 

• Data Visualization 

 As we are using COCO dataset we do not need to preprocess the dataset. This because the data is already 
preprocessed and stored in the form of a JSON file. Therefore in order to visualize the data  i.e  inorder to check whether 
the data given data JSON file is correct  or not. To Visualize the dataset we just simply import a random image from the 
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validation dataset (val dataset) and use the data related to that image from the JSON file and plot the damaged regions. In 
the Figures below, it can be seen that first a random raw image is generated and then the damaged areas are plotted. This 
helps in concluding if the JSON data is valid or not before beginning the training process.l vu 

 
Figure 2: A Random Image from Val dataset 

 

 
Figure 3: Visualizing based on the JSON data. 

 

 

III. IMPLIMENTATIONS 

A Machine learning algorithm called Mask RCNN is used in the implementation of the model in this paper. The model 

is implemented using supervised learning. Figure 4 depicts a method for detecting and segmenting vehicle damage based 

on the Mask RCNN model. The JSON data containing the details of the images are passed to the Mask RCNN for 

classification prediction, feature extraction and segmentation masking, and the outcome of the vehicle damage detection 

is returned i.e., the image with damaged areas is the output. The damaged area is represented using bounding-boxes and 

segmentation masks. 
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Figure 4: Car Damage segmentation framework. 

A. Mask RCNN Algorithm 

 

 The Mask RCNN basically is a Faster RCNN-enhanced instance segmentation framework. It has two stages, in 

which the first scans the image and creates a proposal, while the second classifies it and creates the bounding box and 

mask. 

 
Figure 5: Mask RCNN network framework model. 

 

 

The algorithm flow is as follows: 

 

1)   In order to extract features and create related feature maps, feed the image which has to be identified for damage 

into a previously trained FPN+RestNet50 model. 

2)  This feature map uses RPN to obtain a large number of candidate frames (i.e., the ROI), and then performs 

binary classification of foreground and background by using the SoftMax classifier, as well as frame regression in order 

to gather more precise information on the candidate-frame position and non-maximum suppression to filter out part of 

the ROI. 

3) The feature map is passed to the RoIAlign layer, along with the last remaining ROI, resulting in a fixed-size 

feature map for each ROI. 

4)   Now the flow finally splits into two branches, of which one goes for frame regression and object classification 

to the fully connected layer and the other goes for pixel segmentation to the full convolution network. 

 

B. Backbone Improvement 

 

In general, Mask RCNN's backbone network uses ResNet101, which means there are 101 network layers. However, 

having too many layers reduces the network structure's rate significantly. The damage parts category developed in the 

study is quite straightforward and also RestNet50 is employed in this model with the intention to increase the algorithm's 

running performance. 
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Figure 6: ResNet structure. 

 

A single convolutional neural network will not be able to extract all of the image features effectively because the 

magnitude of the car damage in each image will vary. As a result, this model employs the ResNet50 backbone structure 

as well as an FPN feature pyramid network. Using a top-down hierarchy with lateral connections, FPN tackles the multi-

scale difficulty of extracting target objects in the images and developing a network feature pyramid by starting with a 

single-scale input. This structure is quite resilient and adaptable, and it only requires a few parameters. Figure 6 above 

shows the ResNet structure. 

C. RPN MODEL 

 

The Feature Pyramid Networks structure is used, and the photos are resized to generate features that match to various 

sizes. Small targets can be distinguished by shallow characteristics, while large targets can be distinguished by deep 

features. The RPN receives the different-size feature maps generated by the FPN and extracts the RoI features from 

different levels of the feature pyramid depending on the size of the target object. As a result, the simple network structure 

changes without significantly increasing the computation amount, dramatically boosting the detection performance of 

small objects while also achieving good accuracy and speed improvements. Figure 7 shows the ROI generated by the 

RPN. 

 

 
Figure 7: ROI generated by the RPN 

 

A sliding-window-based classless target detector is equivalent to RPN. It has a convolutional neural network-style 

structure. Anchor frame anchors are created by scanning the sliding frame. To cover as many images as feasible, a 

recommended region can generate numerous anchors of varied sizes and aspect ratios that overlap. 
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B. ROIAlign Model 

 

The mask branch of the Mask RCNN network structure must detect whether or not a given pixel is part of the target, with 

precision at the pixel level. The scale of the image has changed after it has been substantially convolved and pooled. The 

image target object cannot be precisely positioned when segmentation at pixel level is performed directly, therefore on 

the basis of Faster RCNN the Mask RCNN is improved. Also, the RoI Pooling layer is turned into the interest region 

alignment layer (RoIAlign). The spatial information on the feature map is preserved by the bi-linear interpolation, which 

significantly eliminates the inaccuracy which is produced by the two quantization’s of the feature map in the RoI Pooling 

layer and resolving the picture object regional mismatch problem. As a result, pixel-level detection segmentation is 

possible. 

 

CI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The results were quite accurate even though a small dataset was used. We first run the algorithm through two random 

images from the val dataset to check the accuracy of the model, without considering the JSON file data. This can be 

compared with the actual image data by visualizing those particular images from the val dataset as we have done earlier. 

Even so the results were quite accurate. The results are can be seen below. The framework of the Mask RCNN network 

model is shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 8: Two random images from Val dataset 

Then we took a random image from the test dataset to check the damage detection. The results were very good. The test 

image can be seen below. It can bee seen that even though the wheel cap is detached from the car, the model still counts 

it as a damaged part and also the other small parts fallen around the car. This is very surprising considering the fact that 

a small dataset (of 59 images) was used for training the model. This is because of the pre-trained model which was used 

by us from the detectron2 library. 

 

 
Figure 9: Random image from test dataset. 

 

The accuracy of the model can be seen by the graphs plotted considering the Total Loss, Bounding Box Average Precision 

and Segmentation Average Precision. The graphs are shown below. 
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Figure 10: Total Loss Graph 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Bounding Box Average Precision Graph 

 

 
 Figure 12: Segmentation Average Precision Graph 

 

CII. CONCLUSION 

 

To deal with the compensating problem of damaged autos, the model proposed here employs, a deep learning-based 

detection technique for vehicle-damage identification. The suggested approach of Mask RCNN and transfer learning-

based damage detection of the vehicle is generic after testing, and can also better adapt to the diverse elements of damaged 

car images. Even though the model was trained on a very small dataset, good results were achieved. 

 

Data extension can be done in the future to raise the dataset's size, gather additional automobile damage images under 

various degrees of illumination and weather conditions, enrich the data, the edge-contour enhancement of images can be 

improved and the damaged parts of the car can be masked more accurately. Also, the model can be further enhanced to 

predict the repair price of the damaged area by extracting the predicted part details like the segmented mask area. 

 

The heading of the Acknowledgment section and the References section must not be numbered.  Causal Productions 
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